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Sorbian is a West Slavic language spoken in eastern Germany, in Saxony and Brandenburg
near the borders of Poland and the Czech Republic, and is recognized as an endangered
language by UNESCO (Moseley 2012). It is commonly referred to as Sorbian in
English, but has historically been referred to as both Wendish and Lusatian. The Sorbian
speech area used to expand from its northernmost point approximately 50 km south-
east of Berlin to its southernmost point approximately 8 km from the borders of
the Czech Republic (Stone 1993). This area is also referred to as Lusatia (Figure 1).
However, the Sorbian-speaking area continues to shrink every year and is currently
much smaller than Stone (1993) describes. Upper Sorbian is currently only used in
daily communication in and immediately around Budyšin (personal communication,
Lechosław Jocz).

Sorbian is divided into two main branches, Upper and Lower Sorbian, and each is
recognized as a different and distinct language in the European Charter for Regional or
Minority Languages (Dołowy-Rybińska 2011). However, they are often considered dialects
of the same language for social and political reasons (Personal Communication, Lechosław
Jocz). Upper Sorbian is spoken in the south and is more closely related to Czech. A
generous estimation of the number of Upper Sorbian speakers rests at approximately 20,000–
25,000. However, less than half use the language daily (Šatava 2005). There is also an area
north of the Upper Sorbian-speaking area, which has a number of ‘intermediate’ dialects
which are hard to classify as either Upper or Lower Sorbian. This area covers the area
between Grodk (German: Spremberg) in the north and Wojerecy (German: Hoyerswerda)
in the south (Sussex & Cubberley 2006). Slepo Sorbian belongs to this area and is
spoken in and around the area of the Slepo village. There are currently approximately
50 speakers of Slepo Sorbian. The vast majority of Slepo Sorbian speakers are elderly,
aged 80 and above, while there is a much larger number of young native Upper Sorbian
speakers.

The Sorbian linguistic speech area is, however, not homogeneous. The majority of the
Sorbian-speaking area is predominantly populated by German-speaking people, making
Sorbian speakers a minority even in Lusatia (Marti 2007). Only approximately 1% of the
inhabitants of Lusatia are Sorbian speakers (Elle 2003). This has made the maintenance of the
Sorbian language difficult, even though it is protected under the European Charter for Regional
or Minority Languages (First Report 2000: Annex 3). This problem has been compounded by
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Figure 1 Location of the Upper Sorbian and intermediate dialect speaking area. The thick black line marks the dialect border
between the intermediate dialects (the northern area) and the Upper Sorbian speaking area (the southern area). The dotted
box represents the Lower Sorbian speaking area.

the development of the lignite mining industry which has caused the displacement of many
Sorbian people (Mellor 2008).

There are a number of Upper Sorbian schools in Budyšin (German: Bautzen) where
students go to learn literature, history and civil studies. The primary Sorbian schools teach all
subjects in Sorbian, and German is taught as a ‘second mother tongue’; in the larger bilingual
area of Saxony, there are schools where Sorbian is taught as a language from grade one (Elle
2003).

The present description is based on my fieldwork. The word list and recorded text provided
with this paper were recited by a twenty-two-year-old female speaker of Upper Sorbian, who
was born in Worklecy (German: Räckelwitz). However, variations of some pronunciations
are produced by three other speakers of Upper Sorbian (ages 20, 23 and 35 years). Data
for the Upper Sorbian speakers was recorded at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology in a sound attenuated booth with an Audix HT5P. ‘The North Wind and the
Sun’ was translated by Expert Language Translations.

Consonants
The consonant inventory of Upper Sorbian is comprised of 29 consonants. The labels ‘hard’
and ‘soft’ are convenient shorthand for unpalatalized and palatalized, respectively.
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Bilabial Labio-
dental

Alveolar Post-
alveolar

Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

Hard Soft Hard Soft Hard Soft
Plosive P b pj bj t d k ɡ
Affricate ʦ ʧ ʤ
Nasal m mj n nj
Trill ʀ ʀj

Fricative f v s z ʃ ʒ x h
Approximant w wj j
Lateral
approximant l
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p pad [path] ‘case’
pj pjany [pjan-i] ‘drunk’
b bałma [bawma] ‘cotton’
bj bjakać [bjakaʧ] ‘to bleat’
m mač [maʧ] ‘slush’
mj mjaso [mjaso] ‘meat’
w wačka [waʧka] ‘worm’
wj wjaynyć [wjazn-iʧ] ‘to get stuck’
f fabula [fabula] ‘fable’
v vatikanski [vathikhanski] ‘Vatikan’
t tajić [tajiʧ] ‘to hide’
d dań [dajn] ‘interest’
ʦ całta [ʦawta] ‘bread-roll’
n nabać [nabaʧ] ‘to talk nonesense’
nj hromadźernja [hʁ̥omaʤeanja] ‘collecting point’
s sadło [sadwo] ‘fat, grease’
z zabić [zabiʧ] ‘to kill’
l lac [laʦ] ‘waistcoat’
ʧ ćahać so [ʧaɦaʧ so] ‘to quarrel’
ʤ dźak [ʤak] ‘thanks’
ʃ šach [ʃax] ‘chess’
ʒ žaba [ʒaba] ‘frog’
j jadro [jadʁo] ‘core’
k kabat [khabath] ‘coat’
g gagać [ɡaɡaʧ] ‘to cackle’
x čichawa [ʧixawa] ‘sneezing’
ʀ rad [ʀath] ‘gladly’
ʀj rjadka [ʀjatka] ‘line; verse’
h habla [habla] ‘pine-cone’

There is a two-way contrast in stops: voiced and voiceless. The voiced stops typically
have voicing during the closure, but this is not always the case (e.g. baba [b ̥aba]; [baba]
‘midwife, pound cake’). Both voiced and voiceless stops may have aspiration (e.g. chabłak
[khabhwakh] ‘waverer’). It should also be noted that in Upper Sorbian, the phonemic status
of /ɡ/ is marginal, only present in loans and onomatopoeia. Jocz (2011) also describes /f v/
as problematic with respect to their phonemic status. This is largely based on the fact that
they typically only appear in loan words or in complementary distribution with opposing
phonemes. The uvular trill /ʀ/ (Figure 2) does have a phonemically contrastive palatalized
counterpart /ʀj/ (Figure 3). Where /ʀ/ and /ʀj/ are realized as a trill, they both typically have
1–2 contacts between the tongue and the uvula. However, both are often produced as an
approximant [ʁ] (e.g. rat [ʁat] ‘good’) and [ʁj] (e.g. rjadka [ʁjatka] ‘line, verse’). /ʀ/ is
also frequently realized as either a voiced or a voiceless uvular fricative, [ʁ] (e.g. rat [ʁat]
‘gladly’) and [X] (e.g. rat [Xat] ‘gladly’), respectively. Jocz (2013) notes that /ʀ/ and /ʀj/
are more likely to be realized as a trill in clear and careful pronunciation. The rhotic is also
occasionally dropped from speech completely, leaving only the glide (e.g. rjadka [jatka]
‘line, verse’). The phonemic status of /ʀj/, however, is somewhat contentious among Sorbian
linguists; it has been described as a phonemically palatalized uvular trill by some researchers
(Šewc 1984), while others have stated that it has undergone depalatalization and is now
biphonemic, /ʀj/ (Wornar 2007, Jocz 2013). The phoneme /x/ is often realized as a voiceless
trill with noticeable frication, which typically has 2–3 contacts between the tongue and the
uvula (e.g. brach [bʁaʀ̝̊] ‘fault, defect’).
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Figure 2 A spectrogram of an US speaker’s articulation of /ʀ/ from rad ‘gladly’.

Figure 3 A spectrogram of an US speaker’s articulation of /ʀj/ from rjadka ’line, verse’.

Vowels

i pisać [pisaʧ] ‘to write’ I pěseń [pIsejn] ‘song’
e pesimistiski [phesimistiskhi] ‘pessimist’ -i pysk [ph-iskh] ‘bill, snout’
a pask [paskh] ‘belt’ u pusty [pusth-i] ‘waste’
ʊ póstniski [phʊstniskhi] ‘carnival’ o posyć [pos-iʧ] ‘to sow’

The vowel system in Upper Sorbian is often described as having eight vowels, /i I e -i a u
ʊ o/ (Pianka & Tokarz 2000), but it has also been described as having seven vowels, /i I e
a u ʊ o/ (Šewc 1966, 1984; Faßke 1990), and ten vowels, /i I ɛ e -i a u ʊ o ɔ/ (Jocz 2011).
The monopthongs /I ʊ/ are perhaps better thought of as allophones of the diphthongs /iI/ (e.g.
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Figure 4 F1 and F2 values for the Upper Sorbian monophthongs. Measurements were taken from six speakers of US (three male and
three female). The data was normalized using a Bark correction (Traunmüller 1990). Plots were made in R (R Development
Core Team 2013) using the phonR package (McCloy 2012).

pěc [pjiIts] ‘stove’) and /uʊ/ (e.g. ból [buʊl] ‘pain, hurt’). Jocz (2011) notes that the former
typically only surfaces as a diphthong under strong sentential stress in monosyllabic words.
However, /uʊ/ is commonly realized as a diphthong with a characteristic rise in F2 throughout
articulation. The F2 increase is relatively small. /uʊ/ can be thought of as a diphthongoid.
Upper Sorbian has both onglides and offglides /j/ (e.g. beja [beja] ‘bitch’) and /w/ (e.g.
błazny [bwazn-i] ‘fool’), which are often transcribed by Sorbian linguists as [i]̯ and [u̯],
respectively.

The discrepancy in the interpretation of the vowel inventory arises largely from the
phonological distribution of each vowel. The palatalization contrast yields a complementary
distribution for /i -i e ɛ/. The vowels /i e/ are realized following palatalized consonants, while
/-i ɛ/ are realized following unpalatalized consonants. /o ɔ/ are also problematic because they
have a complementary distribution in most traditional descriptions. /o/ is typically realized
before /w/ and in some dialects, before labials and velars. However, Jocz (2011) notes that in
normal speech, /o/ is realized without any /w/ (e.g. bowa [boa] ‘bucket (GEN)’).

Suprasegmentals
In general, primary stress always falls on the first syllable (e.g. wysoke [ˈw-isokə] ‘high
neut’.) and its phonetic realization is a rising or higher pitch on the stressed syllable.
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There are a few exceptions to stress placement in Sorbian: stress can fall on a syllable
besides the first in loan words (e.g. uniwersita [uniˈʋeɐsita] ‘University’); there are also
a small number of indigenous compounds which bear stress on a different syllable (e.g.
bohužel [bohuˈʒel] ‘unfortunately’), although stress often appears on the first syllable in
these compounds as well (e.g. bohužel [ˈbohuʒel] ‘unfortunately’). Secondary stress is also
assigned to the penultimate syllable in words with four or more syllables (e.g. beletrija
[ˈbeleˌthʁ̥ia] ‘fiction’). Secondary stress is realized as a lengthening of the vowel (Mucke
1965).

Palatalization
Upper Sorbian has undergone a palatal nasal decomposition (Rubach 2008) of /nj/ into /jn/ in
word-final position (e.g. kóń [kujn] ‘horse’) and has lost the palatalization contrast in word-
final and preconsonantal positions. The palatalization opposition now only occurs before the
vowels /a o u/. Consonants are palatalized before /i/ (e.g. ličak [ljiʧakh] ‘calculator’), /e/ (e.g.
wón so lehnje [wuʊn so ljenjə] ‘(he) lies’), and /I/ (e.g. bělić so [bjIljiʧ so] ‘to peel’), while
unpalatalized consonants appear before /-i ɛ/. However, Jocz (2013) notes that palatalization
before /i e I/ is now optional.

The phonemic status of palatalization in Upper Sorbian is an area of debate among
modern Sorbian linguists. Jocz (2015) argues that phonemic palatalization is no longer
present in Upper Sorbian. He notes that there is a clear glide following palatalized consonants
and that the consonant does not have to be palatalized at all in these situations. There
are also strong distributional restrictions on the palatalized consonants: the contrast is
neutralized before the vowels /i I -i ɛ/ and there is also no contrast before the glide
/j/, as in Russian. Furthermore, the palatalization contrast would make Upper Sorbian
a typologically unusual language because of the presence of /ʀj/, yet not /sj/ (/ʀj/ is
undescribed in other languages as a phoneme, but /sj/ is cross-linguistically common). Finally,
palatalized phonemes are rare in word roots, but are quite common at morpheme and word
boundaries.

Transcription of the recorded passage

Orthographic transcription
Něhdy raz so sewjerny wětr a słónco wadźeštej, štó z njeju je sylniši. Po puću dźěše pućowar,
kotryž bě do ćopłeho płašća zababjeny. Wětr a słónco sej praještaj: Sylniši a dobył je tón,
kotryž dočini, zo so pućowar swój płašć sleče. Sewjerny wětr ze wšej mocu duješe. Ale
čim bóle duješe, ćim krućišo so pućowar do swojeho płašća zababi. Bórze bě sewjerny wětr
bjez dycha. A nětko słónco ze swojimi přećelnymi pruhami powětr hrěješe. A hlej, hižo
bórze so pućowar swój płašć sleče. Sewjerny wětr nětko widźeše, zo bě słónco sylniše hač
wón.

Semi-narrow transcription
‖ ˈnIdə ʁas so ˈsean-i ˈʋIthaː ˈswʊnʦo ˈʋaʤeʃtheː ǀ ʃthu ˈznjeju jə ˈs-ilnjiʃi ‖
pho ˈphuʧu ˈʤIʃe ˈpuʧowa ǀ ˈkhotʁ-̥iʃ ˈbiIdho ˈʧap͡feɦɔ ˈp͡faʃːa ˈzabaˌbjeˑn-i ‖
ˈʋIthaː ˈswʊnʦo se ˈpʁ ̥ajeʃtej ǀ ˈs-ilnjiʃi a ˈdhobe je tun ǀ ˈkotʁ-̥iʒ d̥oʧinji ǀ z ̥o
ˈsopuʧowaː sv ̥ə ˈphwaʃʧ ˈsleʧe ‖ ˈseʋan-i vjetaː ǀ zeˈwʃej moiʦu ˈdujeʃe ‖
ˈalje ʧim ˈbʊlje dujeʃə ʧim ˈkʁ ̥uʧiʃo so puʧowa do ˈswojeɦo ˈphv ̥aʃʧa za
babji ‖ ˈboze bjI ˈseʋan-i vItha bjez ˈd-iʃa ‖ a ˈnjIthkho ˈswʊnʦo zə ˈswojmji
ˈp͡ʃeʧeljnjimji ˈpʁ ̥oamji poˈwɛtho ˈʁjejeʃe ‖ a ˈlej ǀ hjiʒo ˈboze sə ˈpuʧowa
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swej p͡faʃ͡tʃ slɛʦje ‖ ˈsjevjen-i vjItha ˈnjItkho ˈvjiʤeʃe ǀ z ̥o bjI ˈswʊnʦɔ s-ilnjiʃə
haʧ wʊn ‖
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